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ABSTRACT. The d iffi culty of using traditional direct mass-balance methods on large 
glaciers and ice caps requires the development of new methods. T he objective of this paper 
is to evaluate whether a precise global positioning sys tem (GPS ) su rvey of geometry 
changes can be used to detect and monitor mass-balance changes. Ajoint proj ect between 
Norway, Poland and R ussia has investigated three high-a ltitude, la rge ice masses on Spits
bergen (Lomonosovfonna, Amundsenisen and Kongsvegen). T he GPS survey was con
ducted using two methods. 

(I) Static GPS survey of sta kes dri ll ed into the ice was used for flow-velocity a nd emer
gence-velocity measurements. 

(2) K inematic GPS survey was used to measure longitud ina l profiles of surface elevation 
between the stakes. 

The accuracy of the measurements has proved to be better than 5 cm in hori zonta l pos i
tion and 10 cm in height. Comparisons show that the GPS survey is applicable and g ives 
sufficient accuracy to replace traditional methods and is thus especiall y useful on la rge 
glaciers where traditiona l surveying by electronic distance meter is impossible. 

INTRODUCTION 

The glacier surface is constantly changing due to glacier 
fl ow, snow accumul ation and ablation. The shape of an ice 
mass and its evolution in time is important because it can be 
a measure of the mass-balance changes and the initia l 
bounda ry conditions o[ ice-sheet models. 

In Svalba rd, mass-ba la nce measurements have been 
carri ed out on two small glaciers ( ~5 km 2

) in northwest 
Spitsbergen for nearly 30 years. On other g laciers mass
ba la nce investigations have been conducted [or shorter per
iods of about 5 years. H owever, all measurements have been 
carri ed out on small vall ey or cirque glaciers, about 5 km 2

, 

close to the west coast. These g laciers show a stable negati ve 
net ba lance over the whole period. Investigations on Kongs
vegen (105 km 2

) since 1987 indicate that la rger glaciers and 
ice fi elds with a la rge part of the acc umu lation area at high
er a ltitudes tha n the sma ll va ll ey g laciers a re closer to a zero 
net ba lance (H agen, 1996). 

Direct measurements o[ the annual mass-ba la nce com
ponents, by means of snow soundings and ablation stakes, 
a re, however time-consuming and can onl y be ca rri ed out 
on some selected reference glaciers. The measurement of a 
change in surface elevation indicates a volume change, 
assuming that the density of the glacier does not change. 
C hanges in glacier mass can then be ca lcul ated and thereby 
mean yearly net mass ba lance over the per iod between 
surveys. Measurement o[ the changes in geometry will a lso 
give information about elevation changes at different a lti
tudes, and thus an ind ication of whether or not the glacier 
is building up towards a surge. 

The objective of thi s paper is to see if a precise globa l 

pOSIt IOning system (GPS) survey of surface elevation 
changes, using both point measurements (static G PS) and 
continuous a ltitude profi les (kinematic GPS), can be used 
to detect and monitor mass-ba la nce/geometry changes of 
glaciers. This requires a test and discussion on the accuracy 
of and comparison between static a nd kinematic surveying. 
In add ition, we wi ll show some res ults from Kongsvegen 
where profi les measured in 1992 were remeasured in 1996. 

GPS: SOME BASIC CONCEPTS 

GPS, or more precisely NAVSTAR-GPS, is a U. S. mi lita ry 
system developed to provide acc urate navigation for a ny 
milita ry purpose. The bas ic pr inciple of GPS is the fi xing 
of positions by measuring the di stances from a receiver to 
four or more satell ites whose position at the time can be ca l
cul ated fro m known parameters. The use of a single receiver 
will g ive an acc uracy of onl y tens of metres. If two or more 
receivers a re tracking the same G PS signa ls, t he relative co
ordinates be tween the receivers ca n be determined by post
processing collected data , or rea l-time data links. 

The differenti al processing can be based on "code" mea
surements with acc uracy at the metre to sub-metre level 
(0rpen, 1992), or differenti al ca rr ier-phase measurements, 
where an acc uracy of centimetres can be obta ined (Ayers 
and Yan, 1995). The method depends on equipment, and re
ceivers with phase-measuring capabili ties a re generally sev
eral times more expensive than code-capable receivers. 
Differenti a l phase measurements a re the topic of this paper. 
For a ful l desc ription of the GPS system and a complete in-
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troduction to the methods of GPS use, see, for example, 
Hofmann-Wellenhofand others (1994) or Leick (1995). 

GPS came into use for precise geodetic purposes for 
measurements between fixed stations, where observations 
were collected [or some hours (Thornton and others, 1986). 
The development of the kinematic method (Remondi, 1985) 
enabled not only measurements between fixed stations, but 
also measurements to a receiver in motion. 

Both static and kinematic differenti al phase measure
ments determine the vector, the three-dimensional coordi
nate difference between the receivers, based on the number 
of wavelengths (cycles) travelled by the signal from satellite 
to receiver. This number of cycles, the ambiguity, must be 
determined. The static GPS method can use many measure
ments performed over a time-span to calculate the ambigu
ities. Kinematic GPS is based on initially known ambiguities 

in both receivers. Then one of the receivers can move, and 
the vector can be calculated continuously, as long as contin
uous phase measurements are performed on at least four 
satellites. If the record of one satellite's signal is broken, the 
receiver loses the cycle count, i. e. a cycle slip occurs, and the 
ambiguities will no longer be known. Continuous measure
ments to at least four satellites are thus a necessary condi
tion for successful kinematic measurements. 

To fix the ambig uities for a kinematic survey, an initia li
sation must be performed, which can be done in one of three 
ways: 

(I) starting with both receivers at accurately known points 

(2) by measuring a static baseline before starting the kine-
matic measurement 

(3) with a method call ed antenna swap. 

The recent development of new receivers, and more ad
vanced software algorithms have enabled kinematic surveys 
without initia lisation procedures. The use of receivers with 
carri er-phase measurements on both the Ll and L2 frequen
cies, as well as P-code measurements, has enabled the devel
opment of "On-the-fly" (OTF) ambiguity resolution 
(initialisation). Real-time data links are also available to 
enable real-time kinematic (RTK), where data are trans
mitted by radio link from a reference to the rover where 
the differential position can be calculated in near real time. 

The accuracy of GPS measurements depends on both 
the accuracy of the measurements and the geometrical 
strength of the satellite configuration. The latter is ex
pressed as position dilution of precision (PDOP), and 
changes with time as the satellites travel along their orbits. 
If the satellites are scattered around the sky, the PDOP is 
lower and accuracy better than if they are close together. A 
PDOP of I is best; observations with PDOP values above 5 
should be used with care, and values above 10 should be 
avoided. Under ideal conditions, a static vector can obtain 
an accuracy of approximately 5 mm + I ppm of vector 
length. The kinematic survey is generally considered a little 
less precise, and results of around 10 mm + 1- 2 ppm have 
been documented (Ayers and Van, 1995). Kinematic surveys 
are recommended to be limited to 10 km distance; the 
PDOP should be less than 5, and more than five satellites 
should be available. 

TEST PERFORMANCE IN SVALBARD 

GPS survey was taken into use in Svalbard in 1991 and 1992 
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on a Russian- Polish- Norwegianjoint project (Hagen, 1992). 
The aim of this project was to study the glacier dynamics, 
geometry changes and mass balance of three larger 
glaciers/ice fi elds in Svalbard. With background in the de
velopment of GPS techniques and the experience with the 
system at Norsk Pola rinstitutt, Oslo, it was decided to use 
both static and kinematic GPS methods as part of the Nor
wegian contribution to the proj ect. The idea was to see if the 
technique could be used on large glacier fields 
(A > 100 km2

) where traditional surveying is difficult and 
direct mass-balance measurements are too time-consuming 
and expensive. Three ice fi elds were selected in Spitsbergen: 
Amundsenisen ( ~100 km2

) in south Spitsbergen, 
Lomonosovfonna (240 km2

) in central Spitsbergen, and 
Kongsvegen (105 km2

) in northwest Spitsbergen (Fig. 1). 
The three basins are representative for large parts of the gla
ciated areas in Spitsbergen. They cover different altitude 
spans and different precipitation zones. Kinematic GPS 
technique was used to establish 20- 25 km longitudinal a lti
tude profiles along the central f10wline on both Lomonosov
fonna and Amundsenisen in 1991 and on Kongsvegen in 
1992. 

The use of kinematic GPS for glacier profiling was a 
pilot proj ect, as both the use on a rough surface like a 
glacier, and difficult ionospheric conditions in Svalbard 
could render the project impossible. Svalbard is within a 
zone of high ionospheric activity, causing possible difficul
ties for GPS observations. The ionosphere affects the propa

gation of the GPS signals, and can cause considerable 
"noise" and cycle slips to the phase measurements, and be a 
limiting factor in computing the results. 

The measurements were carri ed out in a similar way at 
each glacier. Close to each glacier a reference point was es
tablished on rock. The coordinates of the point were calcu-
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Fig. 1. Location map if Svalbard showing where kinematic 
GPS surveys have been conducted in Spitsbergen. 
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lated from GPS code positions, as the required absolute ac
curacy for a reference point is only better than 10 m. Three 
Ashtech XII, dual-frequency, GPS receivers were avai lable. 
Data from the receivers were downloaded to notebook com
puters in the field. 

The GPS measurements were performed using two 
methods: 

(I) Static GPS survey of stakes drilled into the ice was used 
for flow-velocity and emergence-velocity measurements. 

(2) Kinematic GPS survey was used to measure stake posi

tions and longitudinal profiles of surface elevation be
tween the stakes. 

In the following only the survey of Kongsvegen will be 
described. 

Static measurements 

Marker stakes were placed on the glacier surface along a 
longitudinal profile, with 2.5 km intervals (Fig. 2). The stake 
positions were measured in short static sessions (1 - 2 h obser
vation time), to give the best possible accuracy of coordi

nates at a given time. All but one of the static 
measurements were made relative to the selected reference 
point. One stake was measured only relative to a reference 
point 20 km away as one receiver failed . The results of flow 
and emergence vdocity require later remeasurement. The 
static results should also be a control of the accuracy of the 

kinematic survey, and could also, if necessary, serve as 
known coordinates if a reinitialisation were necessary 
during the kinematic survey. To serve as initialisation points 
for a kinematic survey, the accuracy of the stake positions 
relative to the reference station shou ld preferably be better 
than I cm. For kinematic initialisation, the position of stakes 
calculated from the static measurements would only be 
usable with in a short time-span between static and kine
matic measurements, owing to the constant glacier flow. 
The accuracy of the static measurements would also be on 
the limit for use for reinitialisation. 
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Fig. 2. Kongsvegen with stake positions (S1-S9) and the 
location qf the GPS prqfiles taken in 1992 and remeasured in 
1996. The riference point is at Annekammen. 
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Fig. 3. Kinematic GPS is carried out with one receiver trans
ported on the sledge and one receiver permanently on afixed 
point. The picture shows an antenna swap at the end of a 

profile where one receiver was logging continuousry and 
worked as a second riference point. 

Kinematic measurements 

The kinematic measurements were performed with three 
receivers: one at the reference point, one at a stake in the 
profile where the measurements shou ld change direction or 
end, and one carried on a Skidoo sledge (Figs 2 and 3). 

The measurements started with an antenna swap 
between the reference point and an establi shed swap point 

nearby. After completion of the initialisation, the rover re
ceiver was moved to a Skidoo sledge where the antenna 
was mounted on a tripod (Fig. 3). The sledge was towed 
along a profile, passing close to the established stakes. At 
each stake, a short stop was made, and the antenna was 

moved from the sledge to the stake, and approximately 
I min of data was collected at the stake (Fig. 4). The profiling 
continued to the stake where the third receiver was logging. 
At this stake, an antenna swap was completed, and the pro
filing was repeated backwards to the starting reference sta
tion where another antenna swap was performed. The idea 
of measuring the stakes was both to fix the stakes' coordi
nates for control and verification of accuracy, and to enable 
a reinitiali sation if a loss of count on satellites occurred 
(cycle slip). The measurements could then be continued by 
turning back to the last stake which was visited where obser
vations for I min would give a new initialisation. The recei
ver at the end of the profile also enabled a new initialisation 
if difficulties occurred, as this receiver during the session 
was linked to the fixed reference station with a static vector. 
The "end" receiver could also be used as a reference for an 
independent alternative calculation of the rover positions. 

The results were calculated using Ashtech's PNAV (Pre
cise NAVigation ) software (Ashtech Inc., 1994). This is a 
K alman-filter based program for kinematic and static 
surveys. PNAV includes OTF solutions on full carrier dual
frequency data, and is able to repair cycle slips in single
frequency data. The calculated static and kinematic posi
tions of the stakes are shown in Tables I and 2. The surveyed 
kinematic profiles are shown in Figure 5. The coordinates 
were transformed to a "centre-line coordinate system" with 
x axis following the longitudinal profile from 1992. The ele
vations are WGS-84 ellipsoidal heights. 

In May 1996 the profile on Kongsvegen, measured in 
May 1992, was remeasured (Fig. 5) and gave us the possibi-
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Table 1. Differences between static and kinematic GPS-surveyed coordinates in 1992 

Stake No. Method Northing SignzaN Easting Signza E Height Signza H 

SI Stat ic 8753707.197 449664. 174 221.914 
Kinematic 8753707.189 0.007 449664. 173 0.006 221.941 0.015 
Difference 0.008 0.001 - 0.027 

S2 Static 8751867.942 451611.847 298.093 
Kinematic 8751867.95 0.008 451611.854 0.007 298.1 26 0.027 
Difference - 0.008 - 0.007 - 0.033 

S3 Stat ic 8749943.585 453876.161 387.651 
Kinematic 8749943.582 0.006 453876. 162 0.006 387.62 0.034 
Di fference 0.003 - 0.001 0.031 

S4 Static 8748685.016 455818.927 448.894 
Kinematic 8748685.027 0.006 455818.912 0.004 448.901 0.017 
Difference - 0.011 0.015 - 0.007 

S5 Static 8747452.463 457948.794 510.208 
Kinematic 8747452.475 0.004 45794-8.782 0.004 510.214- 0.01 4-
Difference - 0.012 0.012 - 0.006 

S6 Stat ic 8746065.957 459977.879 572. 156 
Kinematic 8746065.961 0.005 459977.876 0.005 572.132 0.013 
Difference - 0.004- 0.003 0.024-

S7 Static 8744589.971 461830.805 626.751 
Kinematic 8744589.996 0.007 461830.757 0.007 626.727 0.016 
Difference 0.025 0.04-8 0.024-

S8 Static 8743159.425 463808.031 700.492 
Kinem 8743159.647 0.011 463807.887 0.007 700.761 0.022 
Difference - 0.222 0.1 44 - 0.269 

S9 Static 8741617.958 465692.605 760.688 
Kinematic 8741617.971 0.01 4-65692.596 0.008 760.673 0.019 
Difference 0.013 0.009 0.015 
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Fig. 4. Example of how an antenna swap is logged. ( a) Horizontal displacement of the antennae from the rover antennae (sledge) 
to the stake; and ( b) vertical displacement. Note the dijJerent scales on the axis in both (a) and (b). The figure gives an impres
sion of the accuracy of the GPs. 
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Fig. 5. Measured sUlJace elevations along Kongsvegen in spring 1992 and spring 1996 by kinematic GPs. Note the dijJerent points 
density of the two profiles, and the gaps in data where cycle slips occurred. 
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Table 2. Comparisons between all kinematic stake-position measurements 

Stake PDOP nns Northing Easting Height 

SI 10.0 0.000 8753707.1 87 449664.170 221.934 Ki nemat ic fo rwa rd 

SI 2.0 0.021 8753707.1 89 449664. 173 221.941 Kinematic backwa rd 
0.002 0.003 0.007 Spread 

S2 3.0 0.039 8751867.934 451611.837 298.082 Kin clnali c swap I, forward 

S2 3.2 0.031 8751867.949 451611.860 298.107 KinCITlatic swap 2, forward 
S2 2.8 0.014 8751867.950 451611.854 298.126 Kinem atic swap I, backward 

S2 3.3 0.022 8751867.958 451611.853 298.114 Ki nemat ic swap 2, backward 

0.024 0.023 0.044 Spread 

S3 7.1 0.024 8749943599 453876. 146 387.755 Kin enl alic forward 

S3 5.2 0.022 8749943.582 453876.162 387.620 Kinematic backward 
0.017 0.016 0. 135 Spread 

S4 3.5 0.014 8748685.027 455818.912 44·8.901 Kin cnlati c fo rwa rd 
S4 4.5 0.017 8748685.026 455818.908 448.903 Kinema tic backward 

0.001 0.004 0.002 Spread 

S5 1.8 0.012 8747452.475 457948.781 510.206 Kinem atic fo rwa rd, day I 

S5 3.2 0.011 8747452.475 457948.782 510.214 Kinem atic backwa rd, day I 

S5 6.3 0.008 8747452.384 457949.342 510.432 Kinematic forwa rd , day 2 
S5 3.2 0.006 8747452.480 457948.792 510.204 Kin cnlatic backward, day 2 

0.096 0.550 0.228 Spread 

S6 2.9 0.017 8746065.961 459977.876 572.132 Kinema tic fo rwa rd 

S6 1.6 0.000 8746065.959 459977.879 572. 142 Kinem atic backward 

0.002 - 0.003 - 0.010 Spread 

S7 2.7 0.000 8744589.987 461830.752 626.718 Kinematic forward 
S7 1.6 0.020 8744589.996 4·61830.757 626.727 Kin ematic backward 

0.009 0.005 0.009 Spread 

S8 2.7 0.000 8743159.650 463807.894 700.735 Kinematic forwa rd 

S8 1.7 0.028 8743159.647 463807.887 700.761 Kinemat ic backward 

0.003 0.007 - 0.026 Spread 

S9 1.6 0.023 8741617.971 465692.596 760.673 Kinematic forward 

S9 1.6 0.000 8741617.965 465692.588 760.669 Kinemat ic backwa rd 
0.006 0.008 0.004 Spread 

l'\ote: rms = 0 m eans no surplus measurements, i.e. onl y four satellites. 

lity of seeing how well a ground-based GPS survey could 
detect elevation changes during a 4· year period. The equip
ment used in 1996 was two Ashtech ZI2 GPS receivers with 
P-code capabi lity. These new receivers in principle need no 
initia lisation, as the P-code capability and the PNAV soft
ware can give a n OTFambig uity resolution where the first 
few measurements a re used to calculate the rover receiver's 
position relative to the reference. The measurements in 1996 
used OTF initialisation both at the beginning and to correct 
for cycle slips during profiling. The profiling sessions started 
and ended with short (10- 20 min) static sessions with the an
tenna on the sledge. During the 1996 profiling, cycle slips 
caused reinitia li sing to be performed on the fly on three 
occasions. During the reiniti a li sations, the position solu
ti ons are not reli able until a new set of ambiguities has been 
solved. The reiniti a lisation lasts 10- 20 epochs, or 30- 60 s 
with the actua l epoch interval of3 s. This can be seen as gaps 
in the data in Figure 5. Static remeasurements have been 
carried out only at stakes S5 and S6. 

DISCUSSION 

COInparison between static and kinematic 
measurements 

On Kongsvegen a longitudina l a ltitude profil e about 20 km 
long close to the centre line from a starting-point at 

750 m a.s .1. down to about 200 m a .s.1. has been calculated 
from kinematic GPS measurements. In addition, nine stake 
positions (SI - S9) along the profil e have been calculated 
from static GPS measurements. Based on both the diITerence 

between the static a nd kinemat ic position of stakes (Table I), 
and the forward and backward kinematic measurements of 
the same (Table 2), accuracies of <5 cm in hori zontal a nd 
< 10 cm in height seem to have been achieved for most of 
the stake positions. Table I li sts the diITerence between static 
and one of the kinematic positions. The ones with lowest es
t imated standard errors (0") have been selected, but as can 
be noted from Table 2, where all the kinematic stake mea
surements a re li sted, onl y two positions are more than 
10 cm apart. Both the outli ers were measured during peri
ods when the geometry between the receivers and the satel
li tes was poor (PDOP >5). The sigmas of the averaged 
positions were high, about 10 cm, which is more than ten 
times the norma l sigma of less than I cm, clearly denoting 
that someth ing was wrong (sigmas a re not listed inTablc 2). 

One problem when interpreting the results is that sigmas 
a re only calculated on static sites (a t sta kes ). Along the 
track, only the rms (root mean square), number of satelli tes, 
PDOP and a quality indicator a re avai lable. The rms is, as 
can be seen from Table 2, not a good measure of quali ty. Both 
the bad positions of stakes S3 and S5 a re listed with low rm s, 
g iving no indication of the erroneous position. By using the 
other indicators, however, erroneous data can be identified. 
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Fig. 6. Surface elevation change along the GPS prifile at 
Kongsvegen during the 4 year period 1991- 95. The change is 
relative to the summer surface 1991. Thinning assured below 
stake S5 and thickening assured above stake S5. 

Data from periods with PDOP above 5 and less than five 
tracked satellites should be examined especially carefully. 
The 1996 results have a higher level of accuracy since no 
periods of high PDOP were used, and the number of satel
lites available was higher, usually seven or more, while in 
1992 periods with only four satellites were used. 

Kinem.atic rem.easurem.ent of GPS profile on 
Kongsvegen 

The change in surface elevation on Kongsvegen along the 
remeasured profile could be found by subtracting the 1996 
and 1992 profiles (Fig. 6). The subtraction was not carried 
out directly since part of the change is due to different anten
na heights and different snow thickness during the 1992 and 
1996 surveys. The GPS survey was carried out in May al
most at the end of the accumulation season, with maximum 
winter snow cover. The snow cover has been measured by 

snow soundings verified by stake readings and snow pits 
along the GPS profiles in both 1992 and 1996. The difference 
in snow depth from 1992 to 1996 varied from about 0.10 m in 
the lower part to about 1 m in the upper part. The difference 
in antenna height was 0.18 m. The antenna height and snow 
thickness were subtracted from the measured elevations be
fore the comparison was carried out. The reference surfaces 
will therefore be the 1991 and 1995 summer surfaces. The un
certainty in the snow measurements was estimated to 10 cm, 
which gave an additional uncertainty to the height accuracy 
of less than 10 cm obtained from the surveying. 

The GPS profiles each consist of a discrete number of x, 
y and z coordinates along the profile. The distance between 
the coord inates depends on how often the position is logged 
and stored in the GPS receiver, and on the velocity of the 
Skidoo during the survey. During the 1992 and 1996 surveys, 
log intervals of 10 and 3 s were used, respectively, making 
the 1996 profile much denser in points than the 1992 profile, 
as can bee seen in Figure 5. The coordinates in 1996 were not 
measured at exactly the same spots as the coordinates in 
1992, but slightly downstream or upstream. The maximum 
distance of the closest pairs of coordinates from 1992 and 
1996 along the re measured profiles was about 40 m and the 
minimum was a few centimetres. Direct point comparison 
could therefore not be carried out since there is an altitude 
difference between the measured points due to the slope of 
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the surface. A continous surface between the measured 
points for each year was therefore interpolated by use of in
verse distance weighting (Davis, 1986). Since most weight 
was put on to the nearest point during the interpolation, 
more or less linear interpolation of the height between co
ordinates was the result. In areas where large gaps in data 
occurred (cycle slips in Figure 5) no comparison was carri ed 
out, since the surface was interpolated from large distance 
between points and thus has a lower confidence. The surface 
slope transverse to the longitudinal profile is much lower 
(about 0.1 ") than along the flowline (about 1.5°). Thus no 
transverse compensation is needed. The maximum error 
found between the interpolated and measured points for a 
given year was about 5 cm. The change in surface elevation 
along the profiles during the 4 year period 1992- 96 was 
found by subtracting the two surfaces. The a ltitude change 
at the positions measured in 1992 is shown in Figure 6. The 
general trend shows that an a ltitude decrease has occurred 
in the lower part of the glacier below stake S5 and an alti
tude increase above stake S5. At the lowest re measured 
point (SI) at about 200 m a.s.l. an altitude decrease of6.2 m 
has occurred. The maximum increase of 2.9 m occurred 
close to S 7 at about 630 m a.s.l. At the highest part of the 
glacier, at S9, 760 m a.s.l., the increase was l.l m. This pat
tern fits very well with the accumulation and ablation mea
surements carried out for the mass-balance calculations. 
The maximum snow accumulation occurs 2-5 km down
stream from the highest flat part at S9, probably due to wind 
redistribution of the snow. 

The change of surface elevation at a given point on the 
glacier is given by 6h = b - w where b is the net mass 
balance and, w is the emergence velocity (Paterson, 1994). 
When b.h i=- 0 the surface geometry will change. In our 
kinematic profile measurements we have measured the ele
vation change or the net result 6h. Thus we need measure
ments of the emergence velocity in addition to the elevation 
changes to be able to use this method for mass-balance cal
culations along the altitude profile. Therefore, both the 
kinematic altitude profile and the static measurements of 
the stakes are needed. The emergence velocity can be mea
sured by static measurements of the stakes. Our results show 
that the emergence velocity is too small to compensate for 
the ablation and accumulation at the surface. Thus the 
glacier geometry changes, building up in the accumulation 
area and decreasing in the ablation area. This indicates an 
unstable glacier that may build up towards a surge advance. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The main conclusion is that the GPS survey can be applied 
to measure geometry changes on glaciers. The results 
achieved from the test profiles in Svalbard are close to the 
theoretical accuracy, even though conditions in Svalbard 
can be difficult. The conclusion from the measurements in 
1992 and 1996 is that the kinematic GPS survey gives the 
required accuracy and can thus be applied as a new method 
for measuring glacier surface changes and be a very useful 
tool in the monitoring of glacier net mass-balance changes 
over some years. However, careful processing is required; 
sampling intervals are recommended to be as short as 3 s, 
and measurements must be carried out in periods with more 
than five available satellites and good geometry between 
satellites and receivers, i.e. PDOP <5. When this is fulfilled 
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the kinematic profile can be established with an accuracy 
better than 9 ± 5 cm in horizontal position and + 10 cm in 
vertical (altitude ). 

The results from the remeasured profile on Kongsvegen 
show that this glacier has a changing geometry with gra
dual lowering of the surface below the equilibrium line and 
gradual increase in the accumulation area. This indicates 
that this glacier is unstable and may build up to a surge ad
vance. A correct interpretation of the results requires mea
surements of the emergence velocity in addition to elevation 
changes. 

The remeasurements also showed that it is very impor
tant to follow exactly the same route on the glacier to avoid 
errors due to local surface undulations on the glacier. For 
future rem ea urements of profiles it is therefore recom
mended that RTK be used, whereby data are transmitted 
by radio link from the reference station to the rover where 
the differential position can be computed in near real time. 
Thus the same track can more easily be followed on the 
glacier. 
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